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System-level functions enhance controller Ie by Robert Beach and Robert Galin Intel Cotp., Ssnta CIa.... Calif.



and Alex Kornhauser, Moshe Stark, and Dono Van-Mlerop Intsl_ Ltd., HsHa, _



Beyond any single new feature, it is the integration of major system-level communications functions onto a single chip that makes the 82586 local area network communications controller a true next-generation communications controller for high-speed local nets. Such functions as on-chip control of direct memory access, buffermemory management, programmable network parameters, and diagnostics will allow designers to quickly implement cost~effective and reliable Ethernet and local nets using similar other carrier-sense, multiple-access protocols with collision detection (CSMAlCO). Combined with the 82501 Ethernet serial interface chip and readily available transceivers, users will have a complete implementation of the Ethernet physical and data links. Although other Ethernet controller integrated circuits will also handle the fundamental implementation of these two International Standards Organization layers, the 82586 goes beyond them to offer programmable network-management capabilities that permit users to optimize the controller's operation for a variety of local networks and to SERIAL gage the net's health. INTERFACE In fact, Intel's goal in designing the 8'2586 is to serve, npt only the Ethernet user, but any net that uses some form of CSMAICO. Therefore, many of the IC'S facilities are programmable for nets with different maximum lengths and data-transfer rates from those found in Ethernet (seep. 90). . A major role for the controller IC is to act as an intelligent interface with the host central processing unit, reducing its workload and saving memory space. The chip may be viewed as a parallel processor (on the right in Fig. 1), fetching and executing commands from the host at the same time it is receiving data through its serial-interface circuitry and storing it in buffer memory. 1. Peek in.ide. Intel's H-MOS data-linkcontrol chip has both parallel and sarial Interfaces and four-channel direct-memory access. It c:8n operate in a multiplicity of local networks becausa its key parameters are programmable.



Communications between the host's CPU and the 82586 is by means of a shared memory. The only hardware intercon\lections are the interrupt line the controller uses to get the cpu's attention and the channelattention line the CPU uses to get the 82586's attention. Part of the shared memory is reserved as a bidirectional mailbox. One section of the mailbox holds instructions from the CPU to the controller, such as start, abort, suspend, and resume, plus pointers to a list of commands for execution by the parallel processor and to the received-frame area. The second section holds information the 82586 is sending to the CPU, such as status data (idle, active, no receive resources available, and so on) interrupt bits (command completed, frame received, for example), and accumulative tallies (such as cyclicrCdundancy-check errors). As well as a mailbox, the shared memory holds the list of cam.mands prepared by t~e CPU that serve as the program for the 82586. The linked-list approach makes it possible to form a circular linked list used for repeated execution or a linear queue of commands. The final section of the shared memory is the received-frame area. All the host CPU need do is identify the area by preparing two linked lists: one of frame descriptors and one of buffers with their descriptors. Each frame descriptor has a forward pointer. The first descriptor is referenced by the mailbox and the last one is marked with all end-of-frame bit. The buffer descriptors are essentially the same for both the receive and the PARALLEL PROCESSOR
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2. P.rtn..... The bipolar. 82501 Ethernet serial Interface chip provides Manchester encoding and decoding. noise filtering. transceiver drive Signals. and collision detection as It works with the data-link control chip and the natwork transceiver.



ETHERNET , CABLE INTERFACE



transmit processes; however, the receive descriptors include a field that specifies the size of the empty buffer and an end-of-list bit. The 82586 fills the buffers upon reception of frames and reformats = w ::j' the free-buffer list. Receive-buffer o chaining improves memory use sig...= z nificantly. Without it, the host must o u allocate blocks of memory under the '"z ::; assumption that each frame will be ~ the maximum size (1,518 bytes for ~ Ethernet). Successive transmission may fill the buffers, even though the actual frames are far less than the maximum in size, and the controller may receive a burst of several frames but have no room. Usually, the tradeoff in buffer chaining is the processing overhead and the time for buffer switching. The 82586, however, performs the buffer chaining without CPU intervention. Made in the high-performance MOS (H-MOS) process, the controller chip has over 56,000 devices and fits in a 48-pin dual in-line package. Besides the parallel processor, it has another major functional block, the serial interface (left in Fig. 1).
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coming from the transmit buffer, the' byte transmitter sends status information back ti1rough the receive buffer. The bit transmitter serializes and encodes data, generates the frame-check sequen~, and transmits the'data. It also controls the modem-like handshake. The bit receiver handles preamble stripping, address matching, Internal architecture error-flag generation, received-frame delineation, and On the parallel-processor side, the; bus-interface unit frame-check sequence testing. It deserializes the inforgenerates bus-control signals to transfer data, com- mation and delivers it in bytes to the byte receiver, which mands, and status ,between shared memory and the compares the destination address with the various possi82586. The data-interface unit is a switch routing the ble address types. Then, if the address matches, it transdata from the system bus to the transmit first-in, first- fers the received data to the receiver buffer. out buffer or the internal parallel bus and from the The controller interface is not complete without the receive FIFO buffer to the internal parallel bus or to the' 82501 Ethernet serial interface (ESI) chip. The 82501 is system bus. implemented in bipolar technology and is designed to The direct-memory-access logic is'an address genera- handle the serial transmission and reception of 10tor that performs DMA transfers between the 82586 and megabit-per-second packets to and from the transceiver. the shared memory. Commands are fetched from memoThe 82501 (Fig. 2) provides clock generation for itself ry by the command unit, which also writes status infor- and the 82586 controller, retiming and Manchester mation to the memory. The command unit has full encoding of the transmitted data stream, driving of the control over the DMA unit, loads the starting pointers transmit signal line to the transceiver, and noise filtering and byte counts, and then triggers the D~A start. of the receive and collision inputs. What's more, it The receive unit pe~forms tasks for the receive memo- handles timing reCl/very and Mancbester decoding of the ry operation similar to those that the command unit received data stream and supplies receive-data, receiveperforms for the eommand operation. Both units fetch clock, carrier-presence, and collision-presence signals. Because of its four on-chip DMA channels, the, 82586 microinstructions from a shared read-only memory. The transmit buffer regulates the traffic flowing from can receive back-to-back b~rsts of frames, provided the the parallel processor through the data-interface unit to minimum interframe spacing of 9.6 microseconds (for the byte transmitter. After executing the commands the 10-Mb/s Ethe~net) is met. In addition, the pipelining
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3. Comp.....,."m. A typical Ethernet local-network controller Includes the Intel controller and encoder-decoder chips. a microprocessor. a transceiver. and auxiliary logic to connect the system to !he work-st~tlon bus.



of the operation of the Ethernet interface and the host interface, plus the concurrent processing units, contribute to its performance. The controller can operate with high-performance system buses, yet it is highly tolerant of system-bus limitations. The minimum data-transfer rate required to sustain a bit rate of 10 Mb/s is 1.25 megabytes/so The 82586 is optimized for an 8-megahertz bus whose transfer rate is 4 megabytes/s, leaving considerable bandwidth for overhead and CPU processing. Software dlagnOtlia



Data-communications networks can be very complex because of their distributed and asynchronous nature, so it is hard to pinpoint a failure. The 82586 was designed with recognition of this problem and includes a set of features for improving reliability and testability. All of these functions are performed under software control. They do not require any diagnostic hardware or any modifications. The chip offers such services as the monitoring ·of transmitted and, received frames, support for statistics gathering and diagnostics of the entire network, diagnostic support for its node, and a means of testing its own operation .. In addition to the status information sent to the CPU after each transmission or reception, the chip also tallies the number of frames with CRC errors and alignment errors, as well as the number of frames lost due to DMA overrun or lack of empty receive buffers. The 82586 also has mechanisms to collect statistics about the behavior of the entire network, as well as a means to locate problems in it. For example, the status of every transmitted frame provides network activity indicators, such as transmissions deferred because the channel was busy, the number of collisions experienced before the frame was transmitted, or no frame transmit-



ted because of an excessive number of collisions. The controller chip can be configured into a promiscuous mode, which means it captures all frames regardless of addreSs. Such a mode is, for example, useful in implementing a monitoring station. Each 82586 is also capable of determining whether there is a short or open circuit anywhere in the network (using time-domain reftectometry). The chip can even determine the distance of a short or open circuit from the controller, an important aid in finding the fault. ' To support testing of both the software and hardware of the work station, the 82586 can be configured to an internal-loopback mode in which it is disconnected from the network and any frame transmitted is immediately re-received. This routine will indicate problems in the chip or the station. What's more, an externalloopback configuration permits users to test all the external logic between the 82586 and the link itself. This chip also checks the correct operation of the carrier-sense and collision-detect signals from the transceiver for every frame transmitted. In order to check the operation of the chip itself, there is a dump command that causes the chip to write its internal registers to memory. For parts of the chip that cannot be checked from the outside, such as the randomnumber generator, a diagnose command triggers a selftest procedure that' exercises any inaccessible counters. An Ethernet node can be designed using the 82586 in conjunction with Intel's 16-bit iAPX 186 microprocessors (Fig. 3). The two chips have identical bus timing and control requirements. Thus they may share the same address latches, data latches, and bus controller. Moreover, as an option, a bus arbiter can be used to enable designers to build a multisystem node. In this application, the 82586's syste!11 clock is driven by the iAPX .186's internally generated system-clock output.
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Internal architecture. On the parallel-processor side, the; bus-interface unit. generates bus-control signals to transfer data, com- mands, and status ,between ... 
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